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Indigenous health
Charles Darwin University’s engagement with the
Indigenous community is part of our strategic focus
and is seen every day in the work we do. Two of the five
commitments of the University’s Futures Framework —
1st in 5 in 10 are Indigenous participation and relevance,
and developing knowledge to solve complex problems
that are important in our region.
These areas come together in one
of the main themes of this edition of
Origins: Indigenous health. Research
being undertaken at CDU gives us
cause for cautious optimism.
One study has found that while
Indigenous Australians remain among
the most disadvantaged people in the
world, Aboriginal men are living longer
than previous generations. And there’s
hopeful news at the other end of the
life cycle, as well. This edition tracks
the Aboriginal Birth Cohort Study,
believed to be the largest and longest
running of its type in the world.
Indigenous health was also the subject
of this year’s Key Forum coordinated
by CDU at the Garma Festival of
Traditional Culture. The three-day Key
Forum, on the topic Indigenous health:
Real solutions for a chronic problem, was
an opportunity for success stories in
Indigenous health from Australia and
around the world to be shared and,
where possible, transferred into other
environments. CDU brought together
a wide range of policy-makers, government and business representatives,
researchers and practitioners to
progress discussion and information
exchange on this critical issue.
As Origins goes to press, our work with
Indigenous communities is about to
be extended. The Northern Territory
Government has announced it will

provide the initial funding for CDU to take up the United
Nations University’s offer for CDU to establish a Centre for
Traditional Knowledge. The NT Government is providing
$2.5 million over the next five years to help establish the
centre which CDU will host in partnership with the United
Nations University.
As an international centre of excellence, benefits will flow
for Indigenous people here and overseas, for researchers and
teachers and, of course, for CDU’s continuing development.
One of the key activities of CDU’s partnership agreement
with the NT Government is the Symposia series, designed
to generate discussion and debate about subjects that are
fundamental to the region. The September Symposium in
Alice Springs is titled A skilled workforce for regional and remote
Australia: Keeping, attracting, training. Workforce development
is critical to the future of the Territory and we can expect
some important ideas to emerge from the Symposium.
This edition of Origins also documents work in Central
Australian Indigenous communities where a music program
is delivering great outcomes beyond the expected musical
skills: self-esteem, and interpersonal and organisational
skills. This is a creative pathway for learning, another of the
key commitments identified in our Futures Framework. In
a related development, CDU and the NT Library are working
to establish training programs to enable local recording,
documentation and archiving initiatives through the National
Recording Project for Indigenous Performance in Australia.
Still on the arts front, Origins carries a report on the hugely
successful Seventh Darwin International Guitar Festival
which closed with an outdoor concert at CDU featuring
the Darwin Symphony Orchestra and Festival artists Saffire,
the Australian Guitar Quartet, and Uruguayan guitar
virtuoso Eduardo Fernandez. Hosted by CDU, this festival
is another example of the difference an engaged university
can make in its community.
I hope you enjoy this edition. I believe it captures the
spirit of CDU’s focus on Indigenous and wider communities,
our partnership with the NT Government, and our role in
initiating and contributing to debate about the significant
issues in our society.
O

Professor Helen Garnett psm
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Nursing course
claims a world first
Charles Darwin University has
created the world’s first online
teaching hospital, which allows
student nurses to admit and care
for patients in a ‘virtual hospital’.
The Charles Darwin University
vHospital allows nurses to care for
patients, from triaging them in the
emergency department through
the patient journey to definitive
treatment and discharge.
Already six ‘patients’ have been
scoped for the vHospital with a
variety of ailments ranging from
an enlarged prostate to kidney
disease, diabetes, heart problems,
breast cancer and a fractured hip.
Associate Professor Isabelle Ellis, of
the School of Health Sciences, has
been working on the development
of online courses since 1998.
‘Case-based learning allows nursing
students to synthesise their learning
from a variety of subject areas to solve
practical nursing problems in a way
that realistically mirrors their future
professional role,’ Dr Ellis said.
Charles Darwin University vHospital
evolved from the need to produce
authentic learning material for the
nursing course’s many external
students.

CDU is one of only two universities
in Australia offering the Bachelor
of Nursing degree through external
studies, particularly to meet the
needs of rural and remote students.

Northern Territory Department of
Health and Community Services staff
member Ted Murphy volunteered to
play the role of virtual patient Peter
Abbott – the vHospital’s first patient.

‘The virtual hospital will give students
the opportunity to practise their
decision-making skills on simulated
patients before they get into a real
hospital environment,’ Dr Ellis said.

‘It’s great to be involved in an
innovative learning project that
helps the Territory’s future nurses,’
Mr Murphy said.
O

‘We are confident CDU is the only
nursing course in the world to have
created this kind of simulated,
interactive, online teaching-hospital
environment.’

above Associate Professor Isabelle Ellis, of the School of Health Sciences, a pioneer of online learning for nurses.

UN ambassador
to study at CDU
Charles Darwin University
has secured funding for
Timor-Leste’s Ambassador
to the United Nations, Nelson
Santos, to undertake an
honours-level research
study on his country’s border
negotiations with Indonesia.

Ambassador Santos was previously
secretary-general of Timor’s Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and successfully
negotiated the border arrangements
when Timor-Leste gained independence
in 2002.
He will study at CDU under a $10,000
AusAID Leadership Fellowship.
Although based in New York, Ambassador Santos frequently returns to his
home country and will come to CDU
for brief periods of supervision under
Dr Dennis Shoesmith, senior lecturer
in politics and history, while he writes
his research paper.

On completion of the honours unit,
he will be ready to join the University’s
masters by research program.
Dr Shoesmith said discussions were
in the early stages for Timor’s Ministry
staff to be enrolled in CDU’s Bachelor
of Arts course.
‘The course is currently being developed
to include a regional and international
studies focus,’ he said.
O
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Menzies director one of the smartest in the land
Director of Menzies School of Health Research (Menzies), Jonathan Carapetis
has been named one of the smartest people in Australia.
Professor Carapetis made Bulletin magazine’s
Smart 100 list and is one of 10 Australians in
the health and medicine category selected
by renowned immunologist Gustav Nossal.

‘Anything we can do to draw attention to
the plight of Indigenous Australians and
the need for a seismic change in how we,
as a country, deal with the issue is welcome.’

A specialist in Indigenous health and
pediatric diseases, Professor Carapetis
was appointed director of Menzies in 2006.

Professor Carapetis was also one of three
Australian medical researchers who made
Cosmos magazine’s Bright Sparks list in 2006.

He said he was honoured to be listed alongside Nobel Prize winner Peter Doherty and
two former Australians of the Year, Ian
Frazer and Fiona Stanley.

He completed his doctoral studies at Menzies
in the 1990s and returned last year to take
up the director’s post.

‘It is important to realise that any researcher
is only as good as the team they work with
and I see this award as being as much about
them as it is about me. It recognises the
great people we have at Menzies,’ he said.

Some of his work has involved discovering
a link between rheumatic fever and scabies,
which is helping to support government
and Indigenous health service providers in
the development of programs in Indigenous
communities.

‘It is also great to see Indigenous health so
prominent in this list, as three of the 10
finalists work predominantly in this field.

right Professor Jonathan Carapetis, Director of
the Menzies School, notches up another accolade.

O

Fifteen students completed a
Certificate II in Media and Screen,
teaching them filming and editing
skills which ended with a public
showing of their stories at the
Nyinkka Nyunyu Art and Culture
Centre in Tennant Creek.
Students Allan Ward and Waylan
Rankin have been offered work at
the Winjjakari Music Centre. They
will complete a Certificate II in
Music at Charles Darwin University
while filming and producing music
videos of local bands. Four other
students have joined mainstream
education at the local high school.

Tennant Creek film
providing new hope
for at risk students
A program developing the film-making
skills of ‘at risk’ Indigenous students
in the Barkly region has been hailed
a success in improving self-respect,
literacy and, for some, employment.

CDU lecturer David Hansen
delivered the program in Tennant
Creek, funded by the local police
and supported through the Department of Education, Science and
Training, Tennant Creek High School,
Winanjjikari Music Centre, Northern
Territory arts touring company
Artback NT and Julalikari Council
Aboriginal Corporation Youth
Development Unit.

‘Seeing young people totally
disengaged getting into something
like this and deciding to get into
mainstream school is fantastic,’
David said.
The hands-on, creative and engaging
approach of film making was a
drawcard for the students. A very
high retention rate saw 15 of the 20
students remain in the course and
many with basic IT skills quickly
mastered the video editing software.
Stewart Willey, manager of the
Julalikari Council Aboriginal
Corporation Youth Development
Unit, identified and selected
students for the course.
‘Self-respect is the most important
gain for these students and getting
respect from their peers and elders
is really big for these guys. You can
see some have really blossomed
from this project,’ he said.
O
left Tennant Creek film students on a roll
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The Doctor of Arts, Honoris Causa,
recognised Gawirrin’s outstanding
leadership and achievement in the
field of arts, Aboriginal cultural
maintenance, Aboriginal community
advancement and the promotion
of inter-cultural understanding
and respect.

Yolngu cultural
ambassador receives
honorary doctorate
in CDU graduation
ceremony
This year’s Charles Darwin
University graduation ceremonies
recognised Gawirrin Gumana, a
Yolngu Aboriginal man of high
esteem, with the award of an
honorary doctorate.

Over the years, Gawirrin has played
integral roles in the recognition of
ownership and management of land
and the homelands movement for
the Yolngu Aboriginal people as well
as being recognised for his contribution as an artist.
In 1968, when the Yirrkala people
took action in the Northern Territory
Supreme Court to protect their interest
in the land, Gawirrin acted as an
interpreter and cross-cultural bridge
during the proceedings.
He says he looks at things three ways –
the Yolngu Aboriginal way, the western
way and God’s way – and credits his
importance as a mediator to his ability
to see and understand things from
these different points of view.

He has been a painter for more than
60 years and during the past two
decades Gawirrin’s stature as an artist
and ambassador for Yolngu culture
has been recognised nationally and
internationally.
In addition, Gawirrin’s stature among
his people was recognised when he
was selected as the lead plaintiff in the
2005 Federal Court case which resulted
in the affirmation of Yolngu native title
rights over inland and coastal waters.
CDU Chancellor, Richard Ryan presented
Gawirrin with the degree in recognition
for his outstanding contribution to the
whole of Australia and the Northern
Territory in particular, especially in
recognition of his part in creating a
contemporary world where people can
live together with mutual respect and
understanding; and in acknowledgement of his notable work as an artist.
O
left Gawirrin Gumana and CDU Chancellor
Richard Ryan.

CDU takes Darwin to leading
edge of creative industries
A new state-of-the-art, multi-media centre
is helping the University to position Darwin
globally as a city that has leading edge
capabilities in creative industries.

The facility will allow Darwin to
capitalise on its size, its multi-cultural
population and the wealth of talent in
the Territory to develop a reputation
as a creative heartland.
The multi-media labs are opening the
way for Charles Darwin University to
offer higher education degrees in the
creative industries for the first time.
Enrolments will open in 2008 in a new
interdisciplinary degree, the Bachelor
of Creative Arts and Industries, as well
as in four specialist creative degrees
in new media design, music (classical
and contemporary), fine arts and
communication.
Vice-Chancellor, Professor Helen
Garnett opened the centre, along
above Opening of the CDU multimedia centre.

with the Head of the School of Creative
Arts and Humanities, Associate
Professor Donal Fitzpatrick.
Dr Fitzpatrick said the Bachelor of
Creative Arts and Industries would
give CDU a new presence in higher
education and build on the University’s
considerable strength in vocational
and technical education courses in
art, music and design.
‘CDU has key strengths in the areas
of music, fine arts and design and
has recognised an opportunity to take
Darwin to the forefront of the global
creative industries through the multimedia centre and the new Bachelor
of Creative Arts and Industries set
of degrees.

‘Evidence from around the world shows
smaller cities, particularly those on
the interface of different cultures and
environments, like Darwin and Alice
Springs, have the ability to punch well
above their weight in the creative
industries,’ he said.
The Bachelor of Creative Arts and
Industries will be offered in the
interdisciplinary mode at the Alice
Springs campus and the new multimedia facility in Darwin should allow
for closer cooperation between the
two cities’ key creative strengths.
The $1.5 million multi-media centre
was funded by the Australian Government and CDU.
O
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CDU hosts UN University
Centre on Traditional
Knowledge
A United Nations University Centre
on Traditional Knowledge with Charles
Darwin University as the host is set
to provide a range of opportunities to
promote recognition of the value of
traditional knowledge systems
in Australia.

The Northern Territory Government recently announced its
commitment to a $2.5 million investment to help establish
a Centre on Traditional Knowledge at CDU which will be
recognised as an international facility of excellence.
Growing out of the United Nations University’s (UNU) work
on traditional knowledge, the potential for a UNU Centre
on Traditional Knowledge had become apparent. The UNU
recognised that it could play an important role in the
international debate on traditional knowledge and late
last year it recommended that CDU was the suitable host
institution for the initiative in consideration of its strong
leadership capabilities, links with Indigenous communities,
ability to raise funds and overall interest in the UNU
initiative on traditional knowledge.
The Centre will focus on research and training in many
aspects of the traditional knowledge of indigenous communities from a global perspective, develop the capacity of
indigenous communities, and provide significant and direct
benefits. In particular the Centre will:
• Provide a critical mass of research in areas such as the
application of traditional knowledge in adapting to climate
change and ecosystems;
• Promote the sharing of best practice examples of the
beneficial application of indigenous knowledge from
around the globe;
• Promote the use of traditional knowledge in national
and local education systems;
• Promote respect and use of traditional knowledge in
mainstream science and technology;
• Promote greater self-reliance for indigenous people;
• Develop greater resilience of traditional knowledge;
• Develop the capacity of indigenous communities to
use their knowledge in a globalised economy.
CDU Vice-Chancellor, Professor Helen Garnett said the
development of a United Nations University Centre on
Traditional Knowledge provided a range of opportunities
to promote the recognition of the value of traditional
knowledge systems in Australia.

‘An internationally focused traditional knowledge research
and training institution provides unique opportunities
to make the linkages necessary to developing innovative
and effective approaches that fully recognise the value
of traditional knowledge and foster the sustainability of
communities for whom traditional knowledge is the
cornerstone of culture and survival,’ Professor Garnett said.
‘It will allow us to share the successes of the application of
indigenous knowledge from around the globe with Australia,
achieve benefits for Indigenous Australians, support the
development of CDU and leverage funding from new sources
for Indigenous education and research.
‘The Northern Territory Government needs to be applauded
for being bold enough to recognise such a unique opportunity and in turn provide the support and backing that will
see this initiative come to fruition,’ she said.
Minister for Employment, Education and Training, Paul
Henderson said he saw the Centre as a pathway to developing
a range of new opportunities for Indigenous Territorians.
‘By harnessing the unique knowledge of Indigenous
Territorians for practical applications in areas such as
science and environmental management, the Centre on
Traditional Knowledge will help develop new economic
opportunities, particularly in our remote and regional
areas,’ Mr Henderson said.
‘The Northern Territory’s knowledge-based industries are
continuing to grow, from desert knowledge in the Centre
to tropical knowledge in the Top End. Across Australia it is
recognised that Charles Darwin University is the natural
home for a Centre on Traditional Knowledge and the
government is pleased to support this initiative.’
The Centre on Traditional Knowledge will become a centre
of excellence and promote the Northern Territory globally
in this area of endeavour.
O
text Richie Hodgson
above Professor Helen Garnett announces CDU to host ANU Centre on
Traditional Knowledge.
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Charles, My Hero
Darwinian evolution writ small: the Hobbits of Flores
text
Mike Morwood

In 2004, our joint Australian-Indonesian research team
announced the discovery of a new human species on the
island of Flores, East Indonesia. The type-specimen of the
species, named Homo floresiensis, was the skeleton of a tiny
woman who died about 18,000 years ago in Liang Bua Cave.
She has been nick-named ‘Hobbit’ in the popular press.
We actually excavated the remains of at least 12 other
similar individuals, representatives of a population who lived
between 95,000 and 12,000 years ago. They all shared the
same strange mosaic of primitive and advanced traits.
Full-grown adults were about a metre tall with a brain size
of about 400 cc – compared with the modern human average
of 1200 cc. They also lacked chins and foreheads, had long
arms and relatively short legs, and had feet that were almost
as long as their shins. Some of these traits hark back to

much earlier stages of human evolutionary record. Stature and brain size,
for instance, are the same as those of
Australopithecines, a human predecessor known from Africa between about
5 million and 2 million years ago, while
the wrist and feet bones are the same
as found in Homo habilis, an early
human species, which lived in Africa
between 2.5 and 2 million years ago.
The fact that Homo floresiensis was
found on a remote island is of particular significance given that insular
evolution often takes a different path
from that on mainland areas. ‘The
island rule’ states that on islands,
mammals bigger than a rabbit — such
as elephants, pigs, deer and hippos,
tend to reduce in size, while smaller
animals — such as rats and mice, often
get bigger. These conditions obviously
applied to Flores, where during our
archaeological excavations we found
evidence that Stegodon (a type of
primitive elephant) had downsized to
water buffalo size, while some of the
rats were the size
of cats — and both had been items of
diet for the associated mini-humans.

left
The skull of Hobbit (LB1),
type specimen for Homo
floresiensis, as excavated
from Liang Bua on the
island of Flores, East
Indonesia.
Printed at actual size.
photograph
Debbie Argue
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The Flores findings showed that
humans, despite their cleverness,
culture and technology, had also
been subject to the island rule, and
that a population of early humans had
downsized to an unprecedented degree.
As Deborah Smith of The Sydney
Morning Herald surmised: ‘The find has
also put us firmly on the same
evolutionary footing as other creatures
on Earth, something that would have
pleased Darwin.’
These findings were not to everyone’s
liking – specifically, Christian and
Islamic creationist groups, as well as
a small number of researchers, who
seem to believe that Homo floresiensis
is a challenge to the onward and
upward progress of human evolution.
Instead, they argue that Hobbit and her
kin are not representative of a new
human species but are malformed,
modern human dwarfs with a range of
diseases, including hereditary macrocephalia in which the brain fails to
properly develop, cretinism brought
on by an iodine deficiency, Larson
Syndrome and various other abnormalities. The first pre-modern human
remains found in the fossil record,
those of Neanderthals, were similarly
dismissed as pathological by opponents
of evolution. The bowed legs of the type
specimen found at Neander in 1857,
were attributed to rickets, while pain
from the disease had caused the
individual to furrow his brows, hence
the prominent brow ridges. So Hobbit
is in good company.
The size of her brain, in particular, has
been a focus of attention. Some have
argued that body size reduction in
mammals is associated with moderate
brain size reduction, and therefore
the tiny brain of Hobbit could not be
derived from dwarfing of the only early
species of human previously known
from Southeast Asia, Homo erectus,
with a stature of around 175 cm and
average brain size of 900 cc.

Wrong on two counts. Firstly, some of
the traits of Homo floresiensis indicate
that the species is probably derived
from a very early movement out of
Africa of a small-bodied, small-brained
human population that preceded Homo
erectus. Secondly, the biological ‘Law
of Economy of Growth’, as first put
forward by Charles Darwin shows that,
given the right circumstances, brain
size in mammals can reduce significantly.
Darwin was concerned with the
reduction in brain size that accompanies
animal domestication. The brains of
domestic pigs, for instance, are about
34 percent smaller than those of their
wild counterparts, without any
comparable reduction in body size,
presumably because they do not
require ‘vigilance’ to avoid predators
and brain tissue is energy-expensive
to grow and maintain. The same
dumbing-down, evolutionary trend is
evident, however, for animals on
islands that do not have large mammalian predators and the need for
eternal vigilance: dodos were not
renowned for intelligence.
On the basis of our research elsewhere
on Flores, an early human species
colonised the island by 880,000 years
ago. The founding population was
probably relatively small in stature
and brain size, but in extended
isolation further reduced in stature
and brain size, in the same way as
other large-bodied mammals on other
remote, resource-challenged islands.
They also evolved some unique traits
in response to specific island circumstances, most notably extraordinarily
big feet. The end result of this long,
lonely evolutionary history was Homo
floresiensis, formerly-living proof that
humans are subject to the same
natural laws as other animal species.
Darwin would have been very pleased.
O

above
Mike Morwood (right) with his
Indonesian counterpart, Fachroel Aziz,
with their mutual friend Hobbit
photograph
Mike Morwood

professor mike morwood is based at
GeoQuEST in the School of Earth and
Environmental Sciences at the University
of Wollongong. His research and fieldwork
in the archaeologically rich terrain of the
Kimberley, North Queensland, Indonesia
as well as other locations in Southeast
Asia over several decades. His most recent
publication was co-authored with Penny
van Oosterzee and offers a behind-thescenes view of the remarkable discovery
of Homo floresiensis: The Discovery
of the Hobbit: the scientific break
through that changed the face of
human history, published by Random
House, Australia.
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Neonatologist Sue Sayers is
attempting to reach the heart
of poor health in Indigenous
children in a study believed
to be the largest and longest
running of its type in the world.

Birth cohort
Indigenous child health is an issue of
national urgency. Politicians, aid groups,
public agencies and the wider community have all been forced to focus on
the Northern Territory’s Indigenous
communities over much of this year
as child protection became the key
issue in a Federal Government-declared
‘national emergency’.
But in deciding how to make sure the
NT’s Indigenous children live longer,
healthier lives, decision-makers do
not have much reliable information
with which to work.
text
Eric Tlozek
photograph
Barry Ledwidge

Darwin neonatologist Sue Sayers and a
research team are helping to change that
with the Aboriginal Birth Cohort Study.
The research, a longitudinal study which
is now in its twenty-first year, is hoping
to provide much-needed information
about how and why chronic illnesses
so affect the Aboriginal population.
Dr Sayers, who works for the Menzies
School of Health Research, began
surveying Aboriginal babies at Royal
Darwin Hospital in 1987 because she
had ‘a special interest in small babies’.
She said these babies were too small

because they were undernourished at birth. ‘We knew
they often had medical problems in early life, but I was
concerned about their long-term growth outcomes.
‘While I was doing this work, important research was
published showing early adult deaths from heart disease
were more likely in low birth weight babies. Since that
time world-wide studies have related low birth weight to
other chronic diseases.’ Dr Sayers said she had wondered
if the increased survival of small babies was contributing
to the high rates of type 2 diabetes, and heart and kidney
diseases in the Aboriginal population.
‘Since that time the scope of the study has increased to
include the early origins and other causes of chronic
diseases. It is now very much a team effort with interstate
collaborators and is recognised as the largest and longest
running study of its kind in the world.’
Dr Sayers recruited 686 babies for the study – children who
are now between 17 and 20 years old – and documented
attributes such as size at birth and gestational age as
well as the health, age and lifestyle of their mothers.
The children were then re-surveyed at age 11, and Dr Sayers’
team is now collecting information as participants reach
20 years of age.
Dr Sayers’ findings may provide an important base for policymakers. Her work shows that the smaller babies, who may
be more susceptible to chronic illness such as diabetes and
heart disease, are often the product of undernourished

Origins indigenous health

‘At 11 years of age, we found the growth-retarded babies

were still shorter and thinner than their peers who were
normal size at birth’

mothers, younger mothers and mothers
who smoked during pregnancy.

The study also has been used to track other health outcomes,
including emotional wellbeing.

These small babies, 25 per cent of the
total surveyed as compared with the
national average of 10 per cent, were
likely to face more health risks than
other children living in underprivileged
circumstances.

Participants are being surveyed now for anger, stress and
depression levels using a culturally sensitive method called
‘Strong Souls Questionnaire’.
The information helps to build a more complete picture
of the children’s development.
The study will have implications for non-Indigenous
Territorians also as Dr Sayers seeks to expand her research
into the wider community.

‘At 11 years of age, we found that the
growth-retarded babies were still
shorter and thinner than their peers
who were normal size at birth,’ she
said. ‘But, importantly at this age,
the markers of chronic disease were
not higher in the children who had
been growth-retarded babies.

‘One of my biggest regrets is that I didn’t recruit non-Aboriginal
mothers and babies into the study at the beginning,’ she says.

‘It is possible that increased markers
of chronic disease only occur when
these growth-retarded children become
overweight adults. If this research
can confirm this outcome, it will have
important public health implications
in reducing later chronic diseases in
children with higher risks.’ A window
of opportunity may occur to overcome
the disadvantages of being small at
birth by preventing overweight in
young adult life.

The research will continue even after the children turn 20
years old. Tracking the incidence of chronic disease as the
group ages will provide vital information about the effects
of under-nourishment at birth and unhealthy lifestyle of a
person in adulthood.

Another important factor shown in
the research has been the disparity
between rural children and their urban
counterparts, who grow taller and
heavier and suffer fewer infections.
Dr Sayers believes the research will
help to set priorities for tackling
problems in Indigenous health.
‘If we can prevent young people taking
up smoking and have healthy, wellnourished girls becoming healthy
well-nourished mothers, we can then
reduce the number of small babies
being born,’ she said. Even if mothers
can reduce the number of cigarettes
they smoke during pregnancy it will
make a difference.

‘We’re now looking for volunteers to expand our research
into non-Aboriginal children as chronic diseases are just as
important in this population. We are interested in recruiting
young people who were born in Darwin from 1987-1990 into
a similar study.’ For any one interested please call the
Menzies School of Health Research on 08 8922 8196.

‘I like to hope it will continue long after I’m off the scene,’
Dr Sayers said. ‘With this study we have the chance to see
if these factors at birth change the course of lives.’
With two paediatricians, a dentist, a psychologist, a nurse
and an Indigenous project officer on board, the research
team has visited 36 communities in the past two years.
‘It’s fantastic the mothers we’ve met often remember me
11 and 20 years later and that’s really very nice. We talk to
this group now they have grown up and we tell them that
they are very special.
‘We want to stay with them for the rest of their lives.’
O
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While Indigenous Australians remain among the most
disadvantaged people in the world, researchers tom wilson
and john condon have cause for cautious optimism:
Aboriginal men are living longer than previous generations.

The disadvantaged state of Indigenous health and life
expectancy in Australia is well known. It is worse than that
for indigenous peoples in other settler societies such as New
Zealand, Canada and the USA, and several studies have
documented the limited improvement, or even deterioration,
of Indigenous life expectancy over time. It is not surprising,
therefore, to find considerable pessimism surrounding this
state of affairs.
Recent research by Dr John Condon, of the Menzies School of
Health Research, and Dr Tom Wilson, of the School for Social
and Policy Research, however, has gone some way to challenge
this view, at least in the case of the Northern Territory.
Their research indicates that Indigenous men can expect
to live at least eight years longer than they did in the 1960s
– from an average life expectancy of 52 in the late 1960s to
about age 60 now.
For Indigenous women, there has been an even more
impressive increase of 14 years, with life expectancy rising
from an average of 54 years in the late 1960s to 68 years
recently. (For men across Australia as a whole life expectancy is currently 79; for women it is 84.)
In contrast to some of the more pessimistic views that
exist, these trends confirm that Indigenous life expectancy
is improving in the Territory. Dramatic declines in infant
mortality have been instrumental in driving these life
expectancy increases, and additionally, in recent years,
falls in middle and older age adult mortality.
These estimates are the result of a detailed Indigenous
demographic database constructed by Dr Condon, based
on death registrations and official population estimates
for 2001. Covering the period 1967 to 2001, and recently
extended to 2004, this database contained the information
needed to calculate life expectancy trends for the Territory.
This is the first time such a database has been constructed
for any state or territory in Australia, and is made possible
only because Indigenous demographic data is of high
quality in the Territory.
In other states and territories the registration of births and
deaths is not comprehensive enough for similar databases
to be constructed, and thus national Indigenous data are

also unavailable. The Northern
Territory database provides a unique
insight into changing Indigenous life
expectancy.
The accompanying graph clearly
illustrates how male and female
Territory Indigenous life expectancy
has changed over recent decades, with
life expectancy figures for the Australian
population as a whole also shown for
comparison.
The year-to-year jumps in the Indigenous trends are random fluctuations
caused by the relatively small size of
the Territory Indigenous population
(numbering about 26,000 in 1967 and
about 60,000 by 2004).
The gap between Indigenous life
expectancy and the rest of Australia,
however, remains huge. More effort
from both Indigenous and nonIndigenous Australians is needed to
maintain, and preferably increase,
the pace of life expectancy improvement. Many dangers exist that could
prevent this from happening, notably
the rising death rates from chronic
diseases (such as heart disease and
diabetes). However, while much hard
work remains to be done, this research
sounds a cautiously optimistic note.
It has demonstrated to health and
other service providers, governments,
the general public and, most importantly, to Indigenous people themselves
that improvements to Indigenous
health and life expectancy are indeed
occurring and that continued effort is
worthwhile and can succeed.
O
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Healthy Country Healthy People
With Indigenous health issues at the forefront of national policy and reform, the need
has never been greater for significant and ongoing links between healthy landscapes
and healthy people. richie hodgson explores the collaborative study, Healthy Country:
Healthy People, led by principal investigator Stephen Garnett, and its implications for
Indigenous health.
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Sustained administrative pressures to centralise populations
and services have led to the depopulation of homelands and
the creation of remote area townships.
This has impacted significantly on the health of both
Indigenous people and their landscapes. The people now
suffer from a burden of illness associated with inactivity,
malnutrition, social dysfunction, and pervasive disadvantages.
This socio-ecological model of health, articulating the
connection between humans and their environment, has
grown in significance with an increasing awareness of the
impacts of climate change.
This model has profound significance for Indigenous
Australians living on their own country in remote areas
of northern Australia. The practices involved in natural
and cultural resource management or ‘Caring for Country’
are asserted to have a positive impact on the health of the
landscapes and the populations that inhabit them.
Non-Indigenous Australians generally have failed to
appreciate the depth and dynamism of this continued
association with land and sea.
The groundbreaking ‘Healthy Country: Healthy People’
study, initiated by Traditional Owners in collaboration with

researchers at Charles Darwin University’s Institute of Advanced Studies,
the Northern Land Council and the
Menzies School of Health Research, has
demonstrated an association between
Indigenous ‘Caring for Country’
practices and a healthier, happier life.
Collaborating with the Traditional
Owners of western and central Arnhem
Land, the Healthy Country: Healthy
People study assessed the health
outcomes of Indigenous people in
relation to their involvement in natural
and cultural resource management.
This exploratory study investigated the
close connections between Indigenous
people, their ancestral lands and the
impacts that this may have on the
health of landscapes as well as on
the physical health and well-being
of populations.
Principal investigator for the project
Professor Stephen Garnett, Chair of
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Tropical Knowledge, said that depopulation of homelands
has had a negative effect on the health of both tropical
landscapes and the people who own and have traditionally
managed them.
‘Indigenous people living in remote townships suffer from a
burden of illness associated with inactivity, malnutrition,
social dysfunction, and other social disadvantages,’ he said.
Professor Garnett, along with team members Drs Bev Sithole,
Peter Whitehead, Tess Lea, Fay Johnstone, Paul Burgess and
Professor Dave Bowman, announced the key findings of the
study which have shown for the first time that people taking
part in customary and contemporary land and sea management practices, particularly those living in traditional
homelands, are much healthier, including having lower rates
of diabetes and cardiovascular disease.
Cardiovascular disease and diabetes account for 40 per cent
of excess Indigenous mortality and more than 21,800
potentially preventable hospital admissions each year.
The preliminary results from this study indicated that higher
levels of natural and cultural resource management participation were associated with better outcomes across a broad
array of risk factors linked to diabetes and cardiovascular risk.
‘Indigenous health initiatives must be associated with
improved outcomes in areas responsible for the greatest
burden of disease and death. In addition, participants
actively engaged in cultural and natural resource
management report a more nutritious diet and a greater
degree of physical activity,’ Professor Garnett said.
The researchers concluded that expansion of cultural
and natural resource management in remote Indigenous
communities would deliver a healthier landscape, sustainable
economic development opportunities and better health,
including significant economic savings in health care
expenditure.
‘This is a positive study in Indigenous health that responds
to Indigenous requests to investigate “what works” with a
focus on cultural and social drivers of improved health
outcomes and supports the need for further research in
this area,’ he said.

‘This is a positive study in

Indigenous health that responds
to Indigenous requests to
investigate “what works”’

‘We think these results justify investment
by government in cultural and natural
resource management, along with further
work to ensure our initial research
findings are confirmed.’
With no existing formal evaluations
of natural and cultural resource
management and its implications on
Indigenous health, the Healthy People:
Healthy Country study reiterates the
fundamental and vital link between
people and their environment.
The Healthy People: Healthy Country
project was undertaken with support
from Land and Water Australia, the
Northern Territory Government,
the Northern Land Council, the National
Health and Medical Research Council,
the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Studies and Pfizer.
O
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Indigenous health
meeting the challenge together

The Garma Traditional Cultural Festival was about to explode in north-east Arnhem Land at
the time of publication. christine fletcher looks at the philosophy behind the 2007 Key Forum,
a central feature of Garma and coordinated by Charles Darwin University.

The Key Forum at the Garma Traditional Cultural Festival
is a high-profile shared initiative between Charles Darwin
University and the Yothu Yindi Foundation. Since CDU took
on the coordination of the Key Forum at Garma three years
ago, it has evolved into one of the most uniquely creative
cross-cultural forums in Australia, considering issues of
critical importance to the future for Indigenous people.
Last year’s Key Forum on Indigenous Education made a
number of recommendations which have been responded
to positively by policy makers, particularly those from the
Northern Territory Department of Employment, Education
and Training.
This year, the Key Forum, Indigenous Health: Real Solutions
for a Chronic Problem, is shaping up as the biggest on record
since CDU took over the coordination of the Key Forum,
with the participant numbers rising by 25 per cent. As a
consequence, this year presents substantial opportunities
for exchanging information and experiences amongst
and between: Indigenous and non-Indigenous individuals,
communities, the health industry, public policy makers,
practitioners, associations, academics, governments and
non-government organisations.
photograph
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The agenda promises to amplify the importance of building
accountability into health services through recognising the
significance of culture and tradition in the delivery of health
services across the country.
The Key Forum on Indigenous Health has endeavoured to
sharpen the focus on positive initiatives and success stories,
particularly the need for a sustainable process, shaped by
Indigenous people, and with the capacity for reflecting
Indigenous cultural needs within the wider framework
of beneficial western medical traditions and practices.
By the same token, the 2007 Indigenous Health Forum has
urgency about it. There are obvious and widely recognised
reasons for this: poor health indicates and determines
quality of life. In this case, it is a measure of historically
poor access to essential services, including the dysfunctional

process which has evolved into standard
operating procedures in the way services
have been delivered and through which
health services have been developed.
Coupled to this are the often impoverished community conditions and the
sometimes immeasurable factors that
influence the way in which services
may be received.
This year, the Garma Key Forum
coincides with the current and somewhat dramatic intervention by the
Federal Government in Indigenous
communities on the issue of social
and infrastructure conditions surrounding Indigenous health. This is as
much a response to public reactions
to the Report of the Northern Territory
Board of Inquiry into the Protection of
Aboriginal Children from Sexual Abuse,
2007, as it is associated with concerns
about inequalities and unacceptably
poor standard of individual health.
The Key Forum program mirrors all the
issues impacting on Indigenous health.
Essentially, the program agenda is
driven by Indigenous participants from
across Australia. However, the program
agenda very much reflects the surge
in interest in social and emotional
wellbeing both here in Australia and
also internationally, particularly the
relationship between traditional
cultural approaches to Indigenous
health and the quality of individual
and community wellbeing. This
relationship is built into new healthrelated innovations taking place in
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both Canada and New Zealand and participants from these
countries will share their stories of success and failure—
‘what has worked and what has not worked and why’. The
Key Forum will provide a platform for what is underway in
Australia. There are success stories in Australia and the
Key Forum will enable participants to showcase their stories
with examples that range across the spectrum of individual
and community health.
The Garma Key Forum Steering Committee is comprised of
Indigenous leaders, Yothu Yindi Foundation executives, and
health experts from the various schools of CDU Institute of
Advanced Studies including the Graduate School for Health
Practice and the Menzies School of Health Research. Chaired
by the Vice‑Chancellor of CDU, Professor Helen Garnett,
the committee decided on three broad themes for the Key
Forum 2007 program: Traditional Healing; Maternal and
Child Health; and, Social and Emotional Health and Wellbeing.
The strength of the 2007 program lies in the challenge
of exploring what is often the hidden dimension of intercultural relations. Rather than explore specific health issues
which are an outcome of deeper systemic problems of
conditions and lifestyles — infectious diseases, diabetes,
and so on — the Key Forum takes a very open-ended and
somewhat wider approach to the contributing factors
that actually lead to health problems.
As always, the agenda probably raises more questions than
it will provide solutions. Instead of stopping at the question
of ‘underlying’ issues — diet, conditions, environment, land
tenure, education and so on — the program parameters extend the focus also to include institutional factors that are
embedded in the western approach to service delivery. In one
sense, this has resulted in a situation where the traditional
western medical approach to health has somehow quarantined itself from Indigenous traditional culture.
Nothing new in this — we all know the origins — perpetuating
standard operating procedures, modern governance, landbased economic issues, western ideas, and administrative
factors that lead to ineffective essential service delivery.
Western traditions are trying to co-exist with Indigenous
cultural traditions but the success rate is not widely known.
Clearly, improving living conditions that degrade the physical
and mental health of people who are semi-quarantined from
accessing or experiencing the value or benefits of mainstream
health and welfare resources, is an issue that inevitably has
to be addressed within a forum where the interests and

needs of all participants competing for
improved health can be represented.
The Garma Key Forum provides such
a platform.
CDU’s Key Forum has brought together
an enviable group of speakers. They
include community and remote health
workers; government decision makers;
Indigenous health associations; eminent
Indigenous medical practitioners;
distinguished members of the judiciary
who have presided over traditional land
claims; Indigenous traditional healers
from central Australia, Canada and
New Zealand; Indigenous health
educators; maternal and child health
program deliverers and advisors;
Indigenous health researchers from
the Menzies School of Health Research;
Indigenous specialists in men’s health;
Indigenous experts in improving the
quality of social and emotional wellbeing; senior Indigenous policy analysts
and academics from the university
sector which include: CDU; Melbourne
University; and the University of
Western Australia; representatives
from corporations; and, of course,
wide representation from the media.
The bottom line is this: Garma 2007
invites everyone to take up what is
surely rated among the most important
challenges of our time and to do so
on the traditional lands of the Yolngu
people where the Indigenous people
graciously share their cultural knowledge as well as experiences relevant
to the topic Indigenous Health: Real
Solutions for a Chronic Problem.
O
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Stories of success and hope
from Yolngu country
Chairs are in place on the floor of sand, the meeting shelters are abuzz with old and new
friends, the huge video screens flicker into life, the Key Forum of the 2007 Garma Festival
of Traditional Culture is underway. robyn mcdougall travels to north-east Arnhem Land
to sit in on the three-day Key Forum, coordinated by Charles Darwin University.
They’ve flown in from northern Canada,
from Samoa and the Gold Coast, from
Melbourne and the Central Desert
region. More than 400 policy-makers,
government and business representatives, researchers and practitioners,
Indigenous and non-Indigenous people
are gathering in a remote area of northeast Arnhem Land for one reason only.
They are here to tackle an issue of
critical national importance: The
health status of Indigenous people.
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The three-day Key Forum is a central
feature of the Garma Festival of
Traditional Culture* and demonstrates
CDU’s engagement with the community
and the critical issues affecting society.
This year’s topic is Indigenous health:
Real solutions for a chronic problem.
In an extraordinary coincidence, as
the Festival and Key Forum are being
played out in Yolngu country, the
Federal Government is preparing to
introduce legislation in Canberra that
will fundamentally change the rights
Indigenous people have fought for
for decades.

Are the impending new laws being discussed widely among
those gathered? Of course. Are people worried? Naturally.
Are they dampening the spirit of the Key Forum? Not a bit.
The Key Forum provides an opportunity to listen, to learn
and to share knowledge. In the past three years since CDU
took on its coordination, the Key Forum has evolved into one
of the most important cross-cultural forums in the country.
Each year it directs attention to a specific topic critical to
Indigenous Australians. Outcomes help to direct government
policy while at the grass-roots level, stories of successful
projects are shared and adopted.
The Key Forum works to help create a reality for Indigenous
people that is very different from the file footage trotted out
by news outlets, of Indigenous communities annihilated by
substance abuse and violence.
The line-up of speakers at the Key Forum spans the prominent
and not-so-prominent players involved in Indigenous affairs.
It includes Indigenous people addressing a 400-strong
audience for the first time in a language not their own –
English. We hear from the authors of the Little Children are
Sacred report, the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island
Commissioner, Inuit people from northern Canada, an
Olympic Gold medalist working in health, women working
on traditional birthing, men who counter the stereotype
that all Aboriginal men are violent and/or sexual predators.
We hear from the grass-roots, from academics and advocates.
But most importantly, we hear from Indigenous people about
what they are doing and what they need. These are the
stories that rarely, if ever, make it through the mainstream
media into the lounge rooms of ‘ordinary Australians’.
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This Key Forum is about searching for practical and
sustainable solutions to the chronic state of ill health in
Indigenous communities. Out of the topic come three
sub-themes: traditional health, maternal and child health,
and social and emotional health and well-being. While
there are plenty of shocking statistics such as an Indigenous
child born today can expect its life to be 17 years shorter
than a non-Indigenous child, success stories come from
all directions.
The Associate CEO of the Ministry of Health in the tiny
Pacific nation of Samoa, Pele Stowers, observes that affluent
Australia is blessed with so much, but there is a ‘big lack in a
section of the community’. Samoa, a country of just 178,000
people, has a system of traditional birth attendants that
has seen the infant mortality rate drop from 50 deaths per
100,000 births in 1975 to the current figure of 10 deaths
per 100,000. Over that same period, the number of women
dying in childbirth has dropped from 15 per 100,000 to .4.
‘We haven’t done anything technical to get there (to these
figures), we worked with what we have got,’ Ms Stowers says.
At the risk of depicting the process as simple or easy, Samoa
basically formalised a system of traditional birth attendants
which has long been part of the culture.
One thread that runs throughout the forum is the need for
government, policy-makers, NGOs, health workers, corporations and western health services to consult with, to talk
with Indigenous people about what they need for a healthy
community rather than imposing a system upon them.
The authors of the Little Children are Sacred report, Pat
Anderson and Rex Wild QC, speak passionately about their
findings, some of their 97 recommendations and how the
report is being used politically.

‘We don’t have to recreate the
wheel. It’s all there. We only
have to rejig it.’
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Social Justice Commissioner Tom
Calma details a host of reports written
over the past 20 years which document
the stresses and hardships Indigenous
people endure. The bottom line is that
emotional and social health problems
escalate the further people are removed
from their country. Indigenous people
living remotely on their own land and
who have access to bush tucker and
traditional healing, have better health
outcomes than those forced off their
country. Health deteriorates with the
introduction of policies that force
people from their traditional country
to ‘live on someone else’s land’, he says.
One voice we rarely hear in the public
arena, Indigenous men, finds a
platform at the forum. Even though
there is plenty written and broadcast
about Indigenous men, it usually is
stereotypical and negative, at best.
The men’s health workshop hears of
the traumas being suffered by the men
largely in silence. Mick Adams, whose
PhD centres on sexual dysfunction
and associated cardiac problems in
Indigenous men, speaks of the work
that’s happening at the grassroots level
by and for Indigenous men. Movements
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such as the Men’s Shed are working steadily to empower, or
rather to re-empower, men. He notes that while governments
have policies and programs for Indigenous women and
children, the needs of men are ignored, largely.
Speaking at the ‘Health through the power of cultural
restoration’ workshop, Dr Brian McCoy reinforces this
message of the acute needs of Indigenous men. Young men
need older men to nurture them culturally.
Inuit people from northern Canada address the gathering
and show a video about lateral violence within that indigenous community. Pattie LaBoucane-Benson and Alan
Benson, of the Native Counselling Centre of Alberta, talk
of their work on dealing with lateral violence, a term used
to describe negative talk and gossip within a group of people
which aims to damage another member. Mr Benson is so
impressed by what he sees and hears at the Key Forum
that he says he will work to set up a similar event on his
return to Canada.
Olympic gold medal winner Nova Peris speaks about
her work in health promotion during the past 19 years.
Nova, who works for the Office for Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Health, travels to Indigenous communities
throughout Australia promoting good health practices
and encouraging health checks for children. She says
she has seen improvements in outcomes in this time.
Fiona Moore, of Oxfam which operates an Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander program, says that the current debate
about approaches to problems affecting the Indigenous
community can learn from the Ramsay Mission in the
Solomon Islands in which consultation with the local
people was a central plank. This approach encourages
people to be part of the decision-making processes in
their societies, she says.

The Key Forum also provides an opportunity for the continued roll-out of Gardasil, the vaccine against cervical cancer.
The Royal Adelaide Hospital’s director of gynecological
oncology, Professor Margaret Davy, presents kits of the
vaccine to be administered to young women and girls in
remote Indigenous communities.
After hearing from scores of speakers in plenary sessions
and in parallel workshops, the Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Social Justice Commissioner Tom Calma speaks
about the main recommendations to emerge from the three
days of discussions, including: funding of traditional healing
centres for Indigenous people, establishing a traditional
birthing network and support for birthing ‘on country’,
and fluoridation of water in remote areas to address dental
health needs.
Commissioner Calma says it is essential that in attempting to
improve health outcomes for Indigenous people that recognition has to be given to those areas which are working well.
‘We don’t have to recreate the wheel. It’s all there. We only
have to rejig it,’ he says.
He also highlights the need for those present to help
‘re-orientate the media’s thinking’ about and depiction
of Indigenous communities.
Commissioner Calma urges everyone present to be active
in changing opinions on Indigenous health once they have
left the forum.
‘Be educated about the facts. Ask the hard questions. Talk
to relatives; challenge and educate them. Write to local
Members (of Parliament). Write to newspapers,’ he urges
the gathering.
‘We are change agents,’ he says.
O
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Indigenous communities
create their own beats
Remote music-makers are finding a new way to tell their own stories.
Anyone visiting Indigenous communities throughout the
Northern Territory soon realises the value of music and
sport. Both provide a creative, team-building outlet, forging
self-identity and respect among members of the community.
Alice Springs-based CDU music lecturer Cain Gilmour
teaches his trade both on campus and in communities
across Central Australia. His priority is to build the selfesteem, interpersonal and organisational skills taken for
granted in traditional classrooms.
And what the communities lack in resources, they make
up for in talent.
‘When I arrive with my guitars, bass, drums and amplifiers
they get straight into it,’ he said. ‘Within 10 minutes they’re
jamming together, working closely as a team, listening to each
other and producing real harmony and quality in their music.’
It’s also a foundation for inter-generational story-telling.
Like dreamtime, songs are passed on to new generations.
Elders of the community respect and admire students who
can play well, impart a message in their song and teach the
younger generation.
New styles of music are emerging from the communities,
challenging existing reggae and rock and highlighting raw
musical talent.
above
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‘Lately I’m hearing new and exciting musical combinations
which can be a mix of reggae, old school metal, even a
splash of Spanish,’ Cain said.
His role is to encourage and stretch the abilities of musicians
while attaching cultural value to their work and reinforcing
the importance of responsibility.
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Students are expected to set up, tune, and pack down
instruments, props and amplifiers, all carted in for the day
in the back of a Toyota Troop Carrier.
‘I encourage them to take ownership of equipment and to
look after it, recognising life as a musician involves setting
up and managing their own equipment,’ he said.
Occupational health and safety issues, planning and time
management are then demonstrated.

Students are taught to lift equipment
properly, encouraged to delegate tasks,
and of course, pack gear effectively and
safely in the truck just as though they
are traveling musicians.
The next step is to invite the budding
musicians to the Alice Springs campus.
‘It will give them a holistic insight into
the industry, in particular the studio
side of music production and, most
importantly, opportunities to explore
other educational pathways,’ he said.
Sound mixing can also be the perfect
introduction to technology.
‘It makes students plan and prepare
their days and piece together their
music towards an end product,’ he
said. ‘And it’s extremely rewarding for
them to create an end product from
something they enjoy doing back on
the communities.’
Another pilot projected for later this
year involves communities adopting
an Australian song and converting
lyrics into their language.
‘Australian Covers’ will see communities adopt an Australian cover song
with lyrics translated, sung and
recorded in local dialect.
With exposure to modern music
through mass media, Cain said it’s a
way of helping the new generation
maintain traditional language.
‘Who knows, we could have the original
Australian artists play their songs with
traditional Australian students.’
O
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Marina Strocchi
Orange-Footed Scrub Fowl 2006
colour lithograph and chine-collé
image 23.8 x 31.8 cm
paper size 45.0 x 50.0 cm
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LIMITED EDITION
Marina Strocchi’s lithograph OrangeFooted Scrub Fowl serves as a visual
tribute to an emerging Top End icon.
Known for its distinctive late-night
mating call and vibrant orange feet,
the pervasive scrub fowl has only
recently become a familiar feature
of Darwin suburbia, and particularly
so for its determined scratching in
domestic garden mulch.
A constant source of amusement
and fascination, two resident Charles
Darwin University scrub fowls inspired
this work. They foraged through the
Northern Editions’ garden where
Strocchi and Wayne Eager were
creating etchings and lithographs
during a print workshop on campus
in December 2006.

In her affectionate illustration of the
bird, Strocchi alludes to elements of
nature art by depicting the fowl in its
fossicking mode and omitting all
contextual reference. Furthermore,
the velvety marks of the wax crayon
used to create the image are clearly
visible and are unique to the lithographic process of drawing on Bavarian
limestone. The texture produced is not
dissimilar to that of a pencil drawing
and attests to Strocchi’s adept skill
across many art mediums.
Born in Melbourne in 1961, Marina
Strocchi received her Bachelor of Arts
from Swinburne University in 1982.
Marina spent her formative years
living, working and travelling abroad,
and worked as a community artist in
Melbourne before moving to Central

Australia in early 1992. She was invited
later that year to establish Ikuntji Art
Centre at Haasts Bluff, west of Alice
Springs, and was the founding
coordinator for nearly six years. Since
then, Marina has lived in Alice Springs
with her partner, Wayne Eager, where
they both work as full-time artists
from their home-based studios.
Although Marina has experience in
screen-printing, this lithograph is
one of her first. It was created along
with many etchings during the print
workshop at Northern Editions’
printmaking studio, which was
supported by the Northern Territory
Government through the Department
of Natural Resources, the Environment,
and the Arts.
O
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MRM doubles its training
promises in Borroloola region
McArthur River Mining’s (MRM) latest Indigenous training
initiative aims to enhance employment in the Borroloola region.
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An Indigenous employment partnership with Mission Australia, along with
Federal Government funding, will see
MRM surpass a commitment to double
its traineeships.
MRM committed in its Public Environment Report for the $110 million open
pit development to increase traineeship numbers from 10 to 20 a year.
Under a new Indigenous employment
initiative, MRM will appoint 40 trainees
from the Borroloola region over 18
months. The first intake of trainees
began in August.

The initiative is supported by more than $400,000 provided
by the Department of Employment and Workplace Relations
Structured Training and Employment Project (STEP) and
more than $100,000 from MRM.
MRM General Manager Mr Brian Hearne said MRM would
work with Mission Australia, the Job Network provider in
Borroloola, to identify 40 local jobseekers who will undergo
on-the-job training with the offer of ongoing employment
following the training period.
‘The initiative will be delivered in four groups of 10 participants appointed between August 2007 and May 2008. The
rolling starts will ensure dedicated training and mentoring
can be achieved,’ Mr Hearne said.

Origins Employment and Training – Indigenous

‘Mentoring and personal support will
be a key part of the initiative to ensure
each participant is reaching their full
potential.’
Mr Hearne said the initiative is part
of the mine’s long-term commitment
to building the capacity of Borroloola
and surrounding communities.
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MRM trainee Timothy
Lansen drives the new
heavy machinery
simulator designed to
improve driver skills
and training safety.
top left
Former trainer and
now supervisor,
Samantha Seib trains
MRM local apprentice
Bradley Payne in
carpentry.

‘We have committed to achieving 20
percent Indigenous workforce participation at the mine. This initiative will
help us deliver sustainable employment outcomes for local Indigenous
people from Borroloola and surrounding communities,’ Mr Hearne said.
‘Participants will be employed full-time
by MRM while they complete the
12-month program. They will be given
on-the-job support and mentoring and
the chance to learn while they work.’
‘Our aim is to ensure all employees are
provided with the appropriate training
and career pathways to build a future
with the company.’
Mission Australia will work with MRM
to deliver project modules including
mining administration, milling,
machinery maintenance, and environmental and community awareness.
Once the 12-month training is complete,
participants will have the potential to
move into job opportunities in administration, mining operations, maintenance
and community relations.

Mr Hearne said the new program built on the foundation
of the mine’s 12-year experience in conducting traineeship
programs which have involved more than 210 participants.
It also follows MRM’s $1 million investment in a heavy
machinery simulator to help improve the safety and
quality of heavy machinery operator training.
‘The new Indigenous training program is part of a revamp
of our Maintenance Service Team (MST) program which
has been running since the mine operation began’ he said.
MST is an entry-level program for unskilled employees
which provides the training necessary to qualify for progression into skilled positions. MST trainees are enrolled in
the Certificate II Entry to Mining Services which complies
with Australian Standards endorsed by the Mining Industry
Training Advisory Board. Certificate II is a base-level
qualification that qualifies trainees for development
into other roles within the mining industry.
‘The objective has been to encourage employment and
provide skills training to build people’s confidence and
ability to secure skilled jobs.’
The role of the MST is to maintain the airport, buildings
and supporting infrastructure within the camp and mine
accommodation. Some trainees have progressed to
undertake specific skills-based apprenticeships such
as boilermaking, carpentry, building, or mining, or other
technical and administrative roles including mill plant
operator, supply officer, underground plant operator,
receptionist and environmental officer.
O
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Defining Darwin’s creative spirit
Darwin is renowned as a city alive with creativity and colour.
But what sets it apart and drives its creative workers? That’s
just what Tess Lea and a team of researchers aim to uncover.
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Much has been said about Darwin’s distinction from other coastal cities. Its size,
remoteness, climate, cultural diversity, and unusual mix of tourists, backpackers
and itinerant people contribute to its unique flavour, culture and identity. These
qualities also have made Darwin a cooking pot for a vibrant creative industry.
Now, for the first time, a team of specialist researchers from around Australia,
including staff at Charles Darwin University (CDU), is mapping this creative
distinctiveness.
Director of CDU’s School for Social and Policy Research, Associate Professor
Tess Lea said a great deal of information was required to understand the
needs of creative workers.
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‘The creativity of Darwin is a major factor contributing
to the lifestyle and culture that Darwin is famous for.’
‘To date, creative industry development has concentrated on
spectacular events and outputs, but little is known about
what creative workers need in their everyday lives to thrive
in Darwin,’ Dr Lea said.
‘Without that knowledge from the grass roots, policy
initiatives like the Northern Territory Government’s Creating
Darwin’s Future framework may backfire, making Darwin
less attractive for the people who in fact create the distinction that residents, tourists and investors are looking for,’
she said.
One of the researchers, Dr Susan Luckman from the University of South Australia, is interviewing professional and
part-time creative workers in Darwin about their everyday
habits and perceptions. The research is uncovering some
unique creative relationships.
‘One of our recent interviews was with Troppo Architects,
who are working with artists from Maningrida to design part
of the entrance for the Darwin Entertainment Centre made
of woven copper wire. This is a great example of Darwin
embracing local, unique talent, rather than importing ideas
from elsewhere,’ Dr Luckman said.
During the interviews, participants are asked to mark on a
series of maps where they see creativity occurring in Darwin
where they live, create, draw inspiration, and where they see
‘creative Darwin’ being.
A map of Darwin’s creative industries will be designed from
this information. This map will be compared to a statistical
map based on business registration data, Australian Bureau
of Statistics information, and policy and visitor information
from Darwin City Council, the Northern Territory Department of Natural Resources, Environment and the Arts, and
Tourism NT to ascertain whether there is a discrepancy
between where services are located and what creative
producers need for their everyday work.
Associate Professor Chris Gibson, from the University of
Wollongong, is leading this part of the research. Dr Gibson
pioneered the method used to map creative industries
through GIS mapping technology.

‘Statistical mapping has been done
before for other Australian cities,
however the unique aspect of this
project is the “mental mapping” using
interview data, which will expose
differences between “creative Darwin”
in official terms and people’s actual
behaviour and perceptions in the
creative industries,’ Dr Gibson said.
‘For example, early research is showing
that significant creativity is occurring
in Palmerston and the northern
suburbs of Darwin, whereas the
majority of funding is directed around
Darwin city. Such information could
have a major influence on policy
decision-making,’ he said.
Other benefits of the project, which
is funded by an Australian Research
Council Linkage Project grant, may
include additional financial support for
creative workers, whose average wage
is less than in many other industries.
To support creative growth, government
might look at ways to provide a more
sustainable living for creative workers –
for example, through subsidised rent,
studio space or arts scholarships.
‘The creativity of Darwin is a major
factor contributing to the lifestyle and
culture that Darwin is famous for.
The ultimate goal of the Creative
Tropical City project is to support
growth of creative practice in Darwin,’
Dr Gibson said.
O

The Creative Tropical City team would like to interview anyone in the creative industries in Darwin.
To take part, email creativetropicalcity@cdu.edu.au or phone 08 8946 6942.
Website: www.cdu.edu.au/sspr/Creative_Tropical_City.html
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The CDU and NT Government Symposium:
A Skilled Workforce for Regional and Remote Australia,
in Alice Springs in late September is set to inject
new ideas into the quest to attract and retain
skilled staff in the Territory. Employers, government
and business specialists will explore the issues
affecting the NT workforce as well as present new
ways to upskill and retain the existing population.

Origins A skilled workforce Symposium

Solving the NT’s skills shortage
Remote, underpopulated but rich in resources,
the Northern Territory presents many challenges
for employers wanting to grow their businesses.

For many it is simply a struggle to retain staff, let alone
attract skilled workers to the Territory’s specialist industries.
During the September Symposium Charles Darwin University
(CDU) and the NT Government are not only looking at new
ways to bring skilled workers to the outback, but also how
to encourage them to stay.
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Professor Ian Thynne, chair of Governance in CDU’s Faculty
of Law, Business and Arts and co-ordinator of the Symposium,
promises a day of innovative solutions and lively discussion.
He said guests and presenters won’t be afraid to tackle
the unique problems affecting the NT, including ways to
‘break through’ racial barriers and old-fashioned notions
of the nature of work.
Professor Thynne’s approach is ‘quadrangular’, focusing on:
‘people, work, structures and place’.
‘Those four elements have got to be aligned,’ he said.
‘The importance of context and structuring programs to
fit shouldn’t be understated.’
Presenters are focussing on the needs of the resources
sector, how to target interstate workers, creating employment opportunities for Indigenous people and how the
changing demographics of the Territory will affect the
workforce in the future.
The keynote speaker, human resources guru Peter Sheahan,
specialises in showing employers how to attract, engage
and manage younger workers.

The Symposium program includes
panel debates and presentations
from leading NT figures.
Guests are expected to leave with a
greater understanding of changing
trends in the workforce and how the
NT’s population demographics are
likely to change in the next 20 years.
The role of new centres, such as
the Desert Knowledge Precinct, and
existing institutions, such as Batchelor
Institute, in creating and promoting
initiatives and opportunity also will
be a major part of the Symposium.
Guests will be taken through sessions
detailing the current state of the NT’s
workforce, including skill levels,
population base and training opportunities, to the likely economic situation
in the short and medium term.
How migration, population growth
and economic expansion will affect the
Territory is a major topic for discussion,
as is the role of government policy and
enterprise and training initiatives.
The Symposium’s findings will influence the NT Government in determining
how best to attract skilled workers and
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‘Let’s look not just at culturally

appropriate work, but at re-defining
our concept of the nature of work

’

better train existing Territory residents,
in line with the administration’s
planning for the next 20 years.
Professor Thynne said he was excited
about discussing ways to break down
employment barriers for untapped
sections of the NT’s labour market.
‘If we want these measures to succeed
for people like Indigenous Territorians,
then we need to set some different
goals,’ he said.
‘Let’s look not just at culturally
appropriate work, but at re-defining
our concept of the nature of work.’
Making sure government policies and
employer initiatives were tailored to
the different requirements of different
communities was another important
factor in planning new enterprises,
Professor Thynne said.
‘It’s absolutely critical that whatever
we do, we learn from it,’ he said.
‘It’s no good getting a good fit here in
Darwin if we can’t get a good fit in
Maningrida.
‘We have to look at different ways of
measuring success in different areas
and perhaps re-defining what we see
as success.’

‘It’s absolutely critical
that whatever we do,
we learn from it

Professor Thynne hopes the Symposium will be an opportunity to discuss initiatives such as ‘on country’ enterprises
in Aboriginal communities and ways to make Australian
Government training requirements work better for NT locals.
‘It’s important that we avoid getting bogged down in national
requirements,’ he said.
‘We have to change how we teach these skills because this is
a unique environment and we have unique circumstances.’
Importantly, Professor Thynne said stakeholders could use
the Symposium as a springboard for their ideas.
‘In rural and remote Australia, if we’re going to get these
outcomes we have to engage more seriously in organisation
and work review,’ he said.
‘People have to stand up and be counted and if new programs
are going to be successful then companies and government
will have to vouch for them.
‘In the NT we have the chance to create new kinds of
businesses and economic opportunity and it’s important
that we consider this in our thinking and make the most
of our resources and unique situation.’
O
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Why Generation Y?
Generation Y is having a huge impact on
society and it’s likely to become even more
intense in the coming years. Considered
to be the next ‘baby boomer’ generation,
Generation Y is quickly developing its own
flair and character, and employers need to
take note.

They’ve got the attitude, they’ve got
the ambition, they’ve got the BlackBerry in one hand and the half-café
mocha latte in the other. Welcome
to the world of Generation Y.
text
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Also known as the Net Generation,
Millennials, iGeneration, Second Baby
Boom, Google Generation, and the
Cynical Generation, those people born
between 1978 and 1994 currently are
the most influential consumer and
employee group in the world.
Globally recognised expert on Generation Y, Peter Sheahan says he believes,
with a better understanding of the
Gen Y mindset which drives behaviour,
business can better attract, manage
and engage this generation both as
customers and as staff.
The 2006 Australian Keynote Speaker
of the Year believes the task of
managing and getting the most out of
Gen Y is by no means an exact science,
but it is possible to understand this
emerging generation.

‘At once a hipster and a climber, he is all nonchalance and
expectation. He is new, he is annoying, and he and his
female counterpart are invading corporate offices worldwide,’
Mr Sheahan said.
‘You are better to think of Gen Y not as a group that is all the
same, but as an emerging mindset. And the demands and
expectations of this new generation are trending upwards.
That is, older generations are adopting the desires and wants
of Gen Y.’
Who among us doesn’t want flexible working hours, respect
and the opportunity to do work that makes a difference? The
real distinguishing feature of Gen Y is that they are the ones
screaming the loudest for what they want and are talking
with their feet when they don’t get it. It’s not only employers
who need to take note of this mindset, but also the people
looking to sell them products.
‘This generation has grown up in a hyper-connected, highspeed world related to brands and products in a distinctly
different way than those who have gone before them,
which presents a unique set of challenges for marketers
and product developers.’
The thought process that two-minute noodles aren’t fast
enough, email is snail-mail and the expectation of on-thespot employment decisions, is true of the Generation Y’s
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need for instant gratification. Even more challenging,
they have learnt to separate effort from reward.
More than any previous generation, Gen Y wants to be CEO
at age 26 and they are not prepared to sacrifice their whole
life, including friends and family, to get there. They want it fast.

Career snapshot
Peter Sheahan
Abandoned his corporate post in
accounting to clean toilets in a pub

‘The old paradigm: Pay your dues, work hard and then you
will be rewarded. Today, that paradigm is reward me now
and then I will work hard. It is this attitude that gives rise
to the baby boomer mantra “Gen Y has no work ethic”.’

Eighteen months later, was general
manager of a multi-million-dollar
Sydney hotel with more than 30 staff

But Sheahan questions whether this lack of work ethic
is really as bad as it seems.

Best-selling author at age 22

‘If you had seen your parents right-sized and down-sized,
even when they dedicated their life to the corporation,
would you be prepared to make the same sacrifices for
the same empty promises?’

In the business of developing the
potential of tomorrow’s business
leaders

At a deep level, we are all the same. According to recent
research by the global leader for HR advice, Mercer Human
Resource Consulting, the number one priority for employees
across all generations is respect. The difference with Gen Y
is that they will not respect people based on position, the
size of their office or the greying of their hair. Gen Y respects
those who validate them for who they are now, and who
they want to be.
Perhaps this is not too different from other generations, but
with more people expected to leave the Australian workforce
than enter it in 2008, Gen Y can move confidently from job
to job looking for this level of respect.
Sheahan’s advice to employers is if they meet the needs of
Generation Y, they will meet the needs of talented people
across all generations. In a highly competitive market,
there is nothing more important than being able to attract,
manage and engage the most talented people.
O

NSW Young Entrepreneur of the
Year 2003
Won National Emerging Business
of the Year Award 2003
May 2005 released his fourth
commercially published book
Generation Y; Thriving (and Surviving)
with Generation Y at Work
200,000 people across Australia have
heard his message
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Natural and cultural
resource management
worth paying for
Paying Indigenous Australians to manage natural and cultural
assets while developing economic opportunities is the next step
in the post-land rights era, according to Joe Morrison.
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In recent times the notion of paying
land managers an incentive for
protecting and maintaining remnant
patches of vegetation has gained
attention among policy makers, lobby
groups and green groups. But how do
Indigenous land owners and managers
gain the respect and compensation for
landscapes that do not have the same
level of agricultural development?
Executive Officer of the North Australian
Indigenous Land and Sea Management
Alliance, Joe Morrison believes the case
is clear for Indigenous Australians in
the north who have demonstrated their
ability to manage vast landscapes with
little to no recognition or resources.
‘Only with the appropriate recognition
will these land owners and managers
be able to continue the practices that
have shaped the important biodiversity
and values that are being exploited
by numerous sectors for economic
outcomes,’ Mr Morrison said. ‘This
is particularly relevant to Indigenous
Australians, who have strong customary obligations to the management
of their land.’
Payment to land and sea managers
for the protection, management and
on‑going monitoring of landscapes,

as seen on farms in south-eastern Australia, has resulted
in the recognition of the role of active management while
maintaining agricultural productivity. This system strongly
applied to the north of the continent where much of the
intact landscapes occurred, largely on lands owned and
managed by Indigenous people.
‘We are currently in an interesting period of welfare reform
in Indigenous affairs, and while that can be seen as being
detrimental in some respects, it does provide positive, but
urgent opportunities for advancement of Indigenous people
in land management roles,’ Mr Morrison said.
So why should Indigenous people be paid for natural and
cultural resource management?
Aboriginal people had long looked after these assets and
continued to do so largely on welfare handouts with an
unmatched degree of experience and knowledge in relation
to their country, he said.
The knowledge they utilised in what were essentially
marketable services were unmatched including by those
non-Indigenous farmers, pastoralists, environmentalists
and government agencies that managed country using
western paradigms devoid of place and relationships with
and to country and kin.
One of the main drivers was the strong custodial responsibilities that Indigenous people had to their kin and community
to ensure these assets were maintained and managed for
current and future generations.
‘Indigenous people have been providing these services for a
long time in difficult circumstances and I think this speaks
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highly of their inherent knowledge and commitment to
the land and their culture,’ Mr Morrison said.
He said he believed that a rare opportunity for a culture-based
economy was being presented with today’s political climate
coupled with the high degree of enthusiasm and engagement
surrounding caring for country in northern Australia.
‘Because of this unprecedented level of interest surrounding
natural and cultural resource management, the time is now
for policy makers to invest in these kinds of environmental
services and give these issues the worth they deserve.’
The current model of economic development in north
Australia involved traditional options for Indigenous people
to be engaged in economic development with mining,
forestry and pastoral projects.
Mr Morrison suggested, however, that the real options and
opportunities lay within some of the emerging industries
which could help to shape how Indigenous people might
play a role that would benefit people at a local and regional
level and ensure that the wealth generated from a region
remained in the region.
‘The recently signed Greenhouse Carbon Abatement initiative
between ConocoPhillips and the Traditional Owners of west
Arnhem Land to offset the emissions from the LNG plant in
Darwin, by paying Traditional Owners to get out on to their
country and burn early, undertaking a whole range of
abatement work at the regional level, whilst maintaining
cultural and social values, has set a precedent that industries are very serious about exploring other opportunities
in north Australia.’
While it was important that Indigenous people made the
most of these unique opportunities, it was equally important
that Indigenous people remained in control of these programs.
The current show of interest and support from the nonIndigenous community in the research and policy sectors
in relation to supporting Indigenous people with their
aspirations was evident, he said. It was imperative, however,

that Indigenous people were in firm
control of their agendas and were able to
articulate their issues, needs and requirements. Good decisions that supported
cultural, social and economic aspirations
required world-class research and
business advice.
Indigenous people must continue to
remain in control of manifesting their
own destinies and ensuring economic
development occurred with the utmost
interest, respect and consideration of
people’s culture, languages and ties
to their community.
Payment for the management of natural
and cultural assets, in conjunction with
economic development, was clearly the
next logical step, but now the maximum
return on the investment for the most
disadvantaged people in society required
a culture-based approach that tackled
disadvantage holistically.
While the globe was struggling to deal
with environmental degradation, the
lands owned and managed by Indigenous
people in the north were increasingly
becoming recognised for a wide range
of reasons – clean, fresh water, intact
biodiversity, reduced greenhouse
emissions and healthy coastal zones,
Mr Morrison said. But keeping and
strengthening the management structure,
with the right blend of rights and responsibilities, was imperative to the success
of maintaining these assets.
O
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Bank and Australian Finance Group – and has worked in the
hot-bed of high finance, Sydney.
But when ABN AMRO Morgans (AAM) head-hunted him in
Sydney to take up the mission to head Darwin’s fledgling
branch of AAM, he couldn’t resist the offer.
'I’d previously been a financial planner for many years but
never for a group that advised on direct shares (stockbroking).
I saw this as the next step in my career. I’d wanted to get into
stockbroking since I was at school.'
AAM provides stockbroking and financial planning services
to the Northern Territory and is leaving a large and growing
footprint on the financial landscape.

Money Matters
CDU business graduate Rodney Huddleston
never had any doubt about what he was going
to do with his life, even as a toddler.
It was clear Rodney Huddleston was
going to be a money man no matter what.
His grandmother could see the glimmer
of gold in his eye, even as a tot. The first
public sign came when young Rodney
had refused flatly to go anywhere near
water let alone jump into it to learn
to swim. The wise woman had her
grandson’s number, though. She threw
coins to the bottom of the pool and the
boy was in like a flash. No hesitation,
no argument and no fear.
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After just two years at the helm, his figures are impressive.
Rodney’s grown the office from just one staff member and
himself to a team of seven. And revenues have grown an
impressive 10-fold.
He says AAM is now one of the city’s largest financial
planning firms and he has plans to expand it in the
not-too-distant future.
Apart from the mandatory 70-plus hours of work a week
during his first 12 months at AAM, Rodney credits a good
deal of the success of the business to its approach to staff.
'We made all the staff shareholders of the office, which has
worked really well in motivating and retaining them,' he said.
It’s not surprising that this comes from a man who learned
very early on about the motivating power of money.
'The conditions both in the stockmarket and Darwin have
also been very good to us over the past two years.'
But asking Rodney to project 10 years down the track to imagine what he might be doing then doesn’t deliver any surprises.

'After that, she couldn’t get me out,'
Rodney laughs at the memory.

'It would be nice to think that (in 10 years time) I will still be
managing AAM in Darwin. However, at some stage I’d like
to get into funds management, but unfortunately this isn’t
possible in Darwin and it would mean a move down to either
Sydney or Melbourne.'

And nothing has changed since then in
terms of his interest in finance. Apart
from six months travelling overseas,
the 29-year-old CDU graduate has been
wedded to the world of money.

But leaving the Top End is not on the radar currently, certainly
not while Darwin is doing what it does best – delivering
opportunity. His family has a long history with Territory
opportunity. His parents moved here 'for 12 months' to
work when Rodney was five. They are still here.

'I’ve always been interested in money
from an early age,' he says. While other
boys dreamed of driving trucks or being
a footballer, young Rodney always
'wanted to be a financial adviser,
stockbroker and fund manager'.
And when it comes to fulfilling those
aspirations, it’s so far so good.

Rodney’s encouraged by how he’s seen the local community
change in its approach to taking control of their personal
finances.

While a Bachelor of Business student
at CDU, Rodney also worked at NT
Treasury, a training mix that launched
his career.
Since then he has worked for some of
the biggest names in Australian finance
the ANZ Bank, the National Australia

'Darwin people tend to be a little more laid back than the
rest of the country when it comes to most things. Most
people who have been in town a while are quite fortunate
as they’ve done very well out of property.
'One of our biggest challenges is getting them to understand
the need to diversify into other assets such as shares.'
And what does he do in his down time?
'I spend a fair bit of time networking with potential clients…
To be honest there hasn’t been a huge amount of it over the
past two years.'
O
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Music maestro

Composer Peter Sculthorpe wrote his earliest compositions as a child under the bedcovers
by torchlight. He has since gone on to take the spirit of Australia to international audiences.
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Noted Australian composer Peter
Sculthorpe has earned international
acclaim for his orchestral and chamber
music which continue to evoke the
sounds and feeling of the Australian
bush and outback.

music. His music traces the landscape, representing its
contours, beauty and harshness. From Sun Music to Kakadu,
his work has evoked Australia. His distinctive style has
been influenced by Aboriginal and Asian music, which
have added another layer to his work and brought him
international acclaim.

In the 1950s and 1960s many Australian
Sculthorpe has long fostered a fruitful association with the
artists, writers and musicians made the Top End and, in particular, the Darwin Symphony Orchestra
decision to establish their homes and
(DSO). His association with the Territory dates back to 1991
creative bases in Europe or America
when he was invited to Australia’s Red Centre by the DSO’s
because the Australian cultural product
artistic director, Associate Professor Martin Jarvis, to hear
was seen as inferior. Australia, however,
the Orchestra perform Earth Cry at Simpson’s Gap.
was the inspiration for Peter Sculthorpe,
‘The DSO’s longstanding relationship with Peter is a unique
who chose to come back to live and
feature of the orchestra’s history. Peter has certainly made
work in the land of his birth. This
a major contribution to the DSO and the orchestra’s
decision by a man of such exceptional
indomitable spirit in being prepared to go to far-flung
talent has had a profound effect on
places and take huge risks as a consequence has, I think,
the history of music in this country.
been the attraction for Peter,’ Dr Jarvis said.
From the 1950s, Sculthorpe has
With Sculthorpe quick to embrace the unique Territory
presented Australia both to itself
flavour, the closing concert of the first Shell Darwin
and to the rest of the world through
International Guitar Festival was held at Nourlangie Rock
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‘I feel extremely proud of my Top End connections.

Actually, I’ve written more music about the Northern
Territory than any other place

’

in Kakadu, and celebrated Sculthorpe’s
music written about the NT, Peter
Sculthorpe’s Images of the Territory.
Born in Launceston, Tasmania, in 1929,
the young musician was severely
reprimanded by his first piano teacher
for returning to her, not with wellpractised pieces, but with a handful of
original compositions. Consequently,
the seven-year-old Sculthorpe took to
writing music under the bedclothes
with a torch.
In addition to his passion for music, he
also pursued interests in literature and
drawing. However, in his early teens he
realised that, whereas his poems and
drawings drew heavily on the work of
poets and artists he admired, his
compositions said something about
himself. It was at this stage that he
decided to be a composer. Aged 16,
he went to Melbourne University,
graduating with a Bachelor of Music
in piano in 1950.
Returning to Launceston and unable
to find permanent work in music,
Sculthorpe opened a sports shop with
his brother Roger. A breakthrough
came in 1955 when his Piano Sonatina
(1954), based on an Aboriginal legend,
wa s the first work of a resident
Australian chosen for performance
at the International Society for
Contemporary Music Festival in
Baden-Baden.
In 1958, he was awarded the Lizette
Bentwich Scholarship by the University
of Melbourne, which allowed him to
undertake postdoctoral studies at
Oxford. Rather than adopting an
English or European style, however,
the experience raised his awareness of
his uniquely Australian perspective.

Sculthorpe returned to Australia in 1960 and in 1963 accepted
the first appointment in composition at the University of
Sydney’s Music Department, where he mentored the next
generation of composers.
In 1994 he composed Darwin Marching for the DSO, a
commission from the Cyclone Tracy 30th Anniversary
commemorations committee. Sculthorpe came with the
DSO on the 1995 Mines Tour of the Territory which encompassed
remote and unique locations such as Nhulunbuy, Groote
Eylandt and Kakadu. In 2002 the DSO gave the world
premiere of his Darwin Calypso, for two guitars and strings.
The DSO gave the world premiere of his Burke and Wills Suite
in the following year.
When interviewed for the ABC documentary Have Orchestra
Will Travel in 1994, Sculthorpe said: ‘The Darwin Symphony
Orchestra is wild, but I love wild!’
‘I feel extremely proud of my Top End connections. Actually,
I’ve written more music about the Northern Territory than
any other place,’ he said.
Sculthorpe has been honoured with many awards and prizes,
including an MBE (1970), OBE (1977), and Order of Australia
(1990). He is also a Fellow of the Australian Academy of
the Humanities and holds four honorary doctorates. His
contribution to Australian society was acknowledged in
1998 when, by popular vote, he was elected one of Australia’s
100 Living National Treasures.
In 1999 he was made one of Australia’s 45 Icons—‘a visionary,
an opinion maker, one who is making statements about
something the nation needs to think about at this time’.
Of this accolade, Sculthorpe said: ‘I was happy enough to
become one of our 100 Living National Treasures, but this
is much more impressive. It means that music has at last
found a place in our consciousness.’
In April 2002, he joined the ranks of A.D. Hope, Sidney Nolan
and Christina Stead as the only Australians to be made life
members of the American Academy of Arts and Letters.
At the same time as Peter Sculthorpe’s music is local and
specific, his international recognition illustrates its universal
and global qualities.
O
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International Guitar Festival
under a tropical sky
A captivating concert under a tropical
night sky closed the Seventh Darwin
International Guitar Festival. Festival
Director adrian walter recaps some of
the highlights of what is widely recognised
as one of Australia’s most significant
musical events.
After 11 days of spectacular national and international
performances, Darwin bid farewell to the Seventh Darwin
International Guitar Festival with an outdoor concert
featuring the Darwin Symphony Orchestra and Festival
artists Saffire, the Australian Guitar Quartet, and
Uruguayan guitar virtuoso Eduardo Fernandez.
The picturesque venue, the Charles Darwin University
Strand, was the perfect setting for what has shaped up
to be the most successful Festival yet. The Festival began
10 days earlier with a packed house at the Darwin Entertainment Centre for a fiery performance by Spanish
maestro Oscar Guzman and his Flamenco troupe. Fiesta
Flamenca transported Darwin back to the origins of
flamenco music, with a melting pot of cultures and
artists. The tone of the Festival had been irrefutably set.
Diversity was a key attribute of the Festival with performances ranging from solo classical guitar to electric guitar,
and a unique production at the Town Hall Ruins in Darwin
city centre with a poetic blending of music and light.
Latin America also featured strongly with performers from
Colombia, Brazil and Uruguay. The concert by legendary
Brazilian performer Carlos Barbosa-Lima elicited a number
of rhythmically charged encores before the performer was
allowed to retire from the stage.
The perfect amalgam of musicianship and instrumental
virtuosity characterised the first Australian performance
by Eduardo Fernandez. Fernandez traversed the difficulties
of the demanding program, which featured two complete
suites by JS Bach, with seeming ease.
Tim Brady’s cutting edge presentation of Electric Nights
took place in the open air at CDU’s sound shell. The visiting
Canadian composer shared his vision to develop a new
voice for the electric guitar.
Chamber music played a significant role in the Festival
with performances by Italian’s Carlo Barone and Nuccio
D’Angelo, Dutch recorder-guitar duo Erik Bosgraaf and Izhar
Elias, and German flute and guitar duo Thea Nielsen and
Oliver Fartach-Naini.

The Young Australia series continued during this year’s
event with outstanding performances, including a concert
by the Melbourne Guitar Quartet and the Brew Duo from
The Australian National University.
Masterclasses and workshops provided registrants the
opportunity to work closely with Festival artists and to
benefit from the depth of experience they have as leading
performers and teachers.
CDU graduates also took to the stage. Four graduates joined
leading Italian performer and composer Nuccio D’Angelo in
an evening of original compositions, challenging the young
performers to achieve the highest professional standards.
The Darwin Chorale also made an appearance in a concert
at the Supreme Court featuring Ramirez’ Missa Criollo
and the premiere of a new work Staccato Lighting by local
composer Cathy Applegate. They joined Luminesca –
Australian Cello and Guitar Duo—in a Sunday Serenade.
New works also appeared in a number of other programs
during the Festival including the premiere of a new
concerto for electric guitar and orchestra by Melbourne
composer Mark Pollard. The work entitled Colouring in the
Sky featured the Darwin Symphony Orchestra and electric
guitar soloist Antony Field. The audience appreciated the
creative exploration of the new palette of sounds offered by
the unique combination of electric guitar and orchestra.
An important goal of the Festival is to enrich the guitar
repertoire with major new works and this was once again
achieved – heard first by Top End audiences!
The success of the Seventh Darwin International Guitar
Festival paves the way for a Territory wide Eighth Festival
in 2009 which will again offer audiences a unique musical
experience that can happen only in the Territory.
O
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Dr Iain Field
dr iain field is a CDU/AIMS research fellow based at the Arafura Timor
Research Facility. He is one of those fortunate researchers who can combine
two passions — in his case oceanography and ecology — as his main
research interest, marine ecology. It sounds perfect? It would be except
for the seasickness.

interview
Richie Hodgson
photographs
Courtesy of Iain Field

What influences led you to a career in marine ecology?
It may seem a little silly, but my first interest in marine
ecology was playing in the bath as a very small boy with my
toy rubber seal, Sammy, which incidentally I still have today.
I have always lived by the coast and been fascinated by the
water that surrounds it, whether it be the local waters or
the deep oceans. I am really interested in how all aspects
of marine life work together, the physical processes, the
animals within and what influences change. This led me to
an undergraduate degree in oceanography from the University
of Southampton in the United Kingdom and then a PhD in
zoology at the University of Tasmania. So, I suppose, that’s
where my career really started combining my oceanography
knowledge with ecology and now to an intensive sharktagging project in collaboration with the Northern Territory
Seafood Council, NT Fisheries and the Australian Institute
of Marine Science.
Your research on shark tagging must involve some
‘interesting’ field work. Fishermen often tell tales of the
one that got away. Do you have a similar story? I still get
seasick, not necessarily on every trip, but you just have to
get over it and the outcome of the fieldwork more than
makes up for it. The shark-tagging fieldwork mainly involves
going to sea with commercial shark and mackerel fishermen
and working from dawn to dusk. But once the sharks start
coming aboard life is very interesting. Our work focuses on
live sharks and returning them to the water as quickly as

possible, with a couple of highly visible
plastic tags attached to their dorsal
fins. The fishermen have been great in
supporting the project and handling
the sharks, which always keeps you on
your toes. The sharks caught in the
local fishery are usually a lot smaller
than most people imagine. On average
they’re around one meter in length, but
occasionally larger sharks are caught
and when the net starts to creak you
know something large is coming in.
What are the main aims of your shark
population modelling project and how
can this information help future
generations? The main goal of the
project is long-term sustainable fishing.
The shark and grey mackerel fishery is
worth a lot of money to the Territory,
around $6 million per year and may
have the potential for further growth.
However, the fisheries industry wanted
to make sure that the fishery was
sustainable and how the potential
growth may affect the shark populations. Although logbook and observer
programs are the basis for good
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management, we need more specific information about the
impact of the fishing on key life history parameters such
as what is a shark’s probability of surviving to old age or
alternatively getting caught. To do this we are tagging a
large number of sharks around the NT coastline and getting
invaluable data from returned information of tagged shark
recaptures and live re-releases. The project is a win-win
scenario, as the information provided will help create tools
for a sustainable fishery and evidence-based management,
allowing us to learn a great deal more about the shark
population in NT waters.
What do you feel are the biggest threats to sharks,
particularly in our northern waters? Over-exploitation,
habitat loss and degradation are the greatest threats
globally to all shark and ray species, but in our waters illegal,
unauthorised and unreported fishing is the biggest threat at
the moment. Of the 125 nations that register shark catches
to the Fisheries Observer Agency, only five actively manage
their shark fisheries and Australia is one of those which
also have a national plan of action for sharks. So relatively
speaking, the sharks around Australia are quite well off,
although that’s not to say we cannot do better. Another
threat is probably the ‘x factor’, being that we know
biologically very little about most of our species. To put that
in perspective there are about 1200 species of sharks and
rays around the world, and there is some detailed biological
information on only about 200 of those species. So really,
one of the great frustrations about studying sharks is also
one of the great opportunities.
The nature of your research must take you to some
interesting places. Any locations out-of-the ordinary?
One of my main interests is how marine animals respond
to and have evolved to live in highly dynamic environments,
and two of the best places to study this is at the poles and
the tropics. Both have extreme changes in climate. Before
coming to Darwin I worked on and around Antarctica and
the Southern Ocean, which was great although it may not

be everyone’s cup of tea. But locally,
working with the fishermen gets me
out and about around the NT coastline
and being on the water, seeing the land
from the sea is also a great alternative
view and one that many people wouldn’t
get to see. Occasionally I get to go diving,
so just being on or in the water is very
special to me.
As an early career researcher, what
does the future hold for you? I would
hope that in the years to come I will be
able to continue my marine ecological
research and maybe someday find a
university teaching position. I really
enjoy the challenge, discovering and
learning but also teaching, mentoring
and getting our research findings out
there. There is still so much to learn.
O
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On the Discourse of Social Science
Accelerating the Literacy Development
of Indigenous Students: The National
Accelerated Literacy Program (NALP)
Brian Gray
paperback 63pp
ISBN-13: 978-0-9802923-6-7
ISBN-10: 0-9802923-6-0

Brian Gray provides a model for helping teachers to engage
their Indigenous students at a more challenging level than
is often the case. Teachers readily acknowledge that they
often set classroom activities for Indigenous students at a
lower level than for their mainstream peers. Although they
are aware of the need to set more academically challenging
tasks, they often find this is difficult to achieve.
This book investigates the language/literacy teaching
goals for Indigenous students and proposes that a shift
in perspective is needed for successful literacy teaching.
As an example, to write successfully one must first understand what it is a writer is trying to achieve: expectations,
orientations and presumptions. Indigenous students often
are given little understanding of these ‘hidden aspects’ of
both the production of literate texts and how learning is
negotiated. What Gray calls the ‘intentionalities’ underlying
classroom learning negotiation rarely are held commonly
by teachers and Indigenous students.
Gray provides a theoretical and practical framework for
successful literacy teaching, which is rooted in an assertive
and positive interpretation of Vygotsky’s (1978) notion of the
‘zone of proximal development’, together with its learning
negotiation strategy known as ‘scaffolding’. The result is a
model for teaching practice with the potential to break
through the low-level teaching/low-level outcome cycle
that is frequent in Indigenous education.
Brian Gray developed this perspective in the early 1980s at
Traeger Park School in Alice Springs. It formed the basis of
his PhD thesis which was awarded the Chancellor’s Prize at
the University of Melbourne in 1999. Since then, a number
of successful projects aiming to test and expand the
methodology have been undertaken, the biggest being the
current National Accelerated Literacy Program (NALP).
O

Peter Wignell
Paperback 236pp
ISBN-13: 978-0-9802923-5-0
ISBN-10: 0-9802923-5-2

Peter Wignell examines the discourse
of social science to show how the
current orthodoxy of the various
disciplines is constructed.
This book uses the theory and analytical
tools of Systemic Functional Linguistics
to examine the discourse of social
science from two perspectives. First
the prototypical discourse patterns
of undergraduate textbooks in the
disciplines of economics, sociology
and political science are analysed.
This analysis illustrates how the
current orthodoxy of the disciplines
is constructed. Second, the book
considers the evolution of the discourse
patterns of social science.
It does this by examining canonical
works from the history of the social
sciences. As a contrast, works from
the humanities discipline of moral
philosophy from the same time scale
are analysed.
The argument is put forward that the
discourse of the social sciences evolved
as a kind of hybrid of the discourses
of the humanities and the physical
sciences.
Peter Wignell is a senior lecturer in
applied linguistics in the Faculty of
Education, Health and Science at
Charles Darwin University. One of
Peter’s main research interests in
the role of language in the creation
of specialised knowledge.
O
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Sharing in Palmerston

laura (kat) burmeister lived with and studied Palmerston’s Indigenous population during her
U.S. Fulbright* Postgraduate Award this year. A PhD candidate, Kat has just returned to the USA
and reports on her research into the relationship between Indigenous people and sharing obligations.
Indigenous people residing in urban areas are reconfiguring
sharing obligations in ways that allow for increased
participation in formal education and the appearance
of socioeconomic stability and social mobility.
I am investigating how increased Indigenous participation in
formal education is impacting Aboriginal identities and also
reflexively reshaping the Australian educational system as a
whole.
During my Fulbright Award I conducted an investigation
through anthropological research methods of participant
observation and interviews with Indigenous youth in the
Territory town of Palmerston.
My study examined the ethnological binaries of the traditional and the modern. Through examining urban living
among Indigenous people, I aimed to uncover the shifting
modes and frequencies of egalitarian sharing practices.
Indigenous anthropologists have attempted to show that the
accumulation of wealth is antithetical to Indigenous values
of sharing. Egalitarian ethics presiding over individualism
have often been cited as one of the root causes of chronic
poverty, implying that indigenous communities are poor by
definition.
However, I have examined the increased urbanisation of
Indigenous Australians and the creation of an Aboriginal
middle-class.
The number of people self-identifying as Aboriginal Australians has been growing exponentially in recent years in urban
areas, illustrating the continued strength of Indigenous
values and identifications in urban settings. My research
traces the impact that increased access to education has
had on social capital, egalitarian ethos and Indigenous identity.

Most research in Australia has dealt
with ‘traditional’ Indigenous communities; an ethnographic research of
Indigenous Australians in an urban
setting is almost non-existent.
Through my award, I have worked with
Dr Gary Robinson, leader of the Families,
Children and Youth project in the School
for Social and Policy Research at Charles
Darwin University.
I worked with Indigenous families
living in Palmerston and volunteered
as tutor at Moulden Park Primary.
Moulden Park Primary has a 50 per
cent Indigenous student population
and has been experimenting with a
variety of family involvement and
outreach initiatives. I’ve learned from
Indigenous children and their relatives
as well as teachers and outreach staff.
I want to understand how educational
experiences alter concepts of kinship
and sharing in Indigenous youth.
O

*

The prestigious
Fulbright program is
the largest educational
scholarship of its kind
and was created by
U.S. Senator J. William
Fulbright and the U.S.
Government in 1946.
Aimed at promoting
mutual understanding
through educational
exchange, it currently
operates between the
U.S. and more than
150 other nations.
In Australia, the
scholarships are
administered by the
Australian-American
Fulbright Commission
located in Canberra
and are funded by the
Australian and United
States governments
and a select group of
corporate partners.
Kat Burmeister
joined the ranks of
20 distinguished
American Fulbright
Scholars undertaking
study and research
in Australia during
2006/2007.

Supporting nurse
practitioners’ quality
use of medicines
Charles Darwin University’s Graduate School for Health Practice,
in partnership with the National Prescribing Service, Australian
Nurse Practitioner Association and other key stakeholders,
has launched a new continuing education program:
Quality Use of Medicines for Nurse Practitioners program
The program will be a flexible, online training program in the principles
of quality use of medicines and will be delivered at no cost.
Charles Darwin University is seeking expressions of interest to participate
in developing a needs survey on nurse practitioners’ prescribing
and quality use of medicines.
For more information contact
Prof Sandra Dunn, Professor of Nursing, Clinical Practice
Telephone: (08) 8946 7114 or email sandra.dunn@cdu.edu.au
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